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15: Padova 

 
 

I’m up at 7.30 this morning for a cold wash. I eat my own breakfast of bread and 
cheese, and then the hostel breakfast of one solitary bread roll, jam and tea. A sleepy 
young lad serves us and gives me plenty of tea with a slice of lemon. I pay 16,400 lire 
and leave soon after nine o’clock, setting off for Padova (Padua) on the bicycle. 

The morning is cool and misty, and there is quite a lot of traffic on the road for a 
Sunday morning. As usual, the terrain is flat and uninteresting. I pass the time 
thinking of plans for the next few days and singing to myself. At one stage I am 
joined by an Italian cyclist who greets me and chats to me for a while. He regrets that 
he cannot invite me to lunch in his house as he lives back in Mantova. We say 
goodbye on our arrival at a small town, where I stop to admire a fine old fortress and 
some interesting buildings. Afterwards I continue my journey. Thanks to the lack of 
wind blowing against me, I make good progress. The scenery now becomes industrial 
and ugly; the road is lined with large advertisements for furniture-making factories 
and other commercial establishments. 

Before I know it, I am almost at the small town of Montagnana, a little over half 
way to Padova, but I decide to stop at a village just before it called Bevilacqua – it is 
12.30 p.m. by now and I’m getting hungry. I find a little garden, where I sit down for 
my picnic lunch. I resume my journey an hour later and soon reach Montagnana, 
where the old town centre is located within a large citadel. I pass a youth hostel at the 
entrance gate (where I had been thinking of staying) and cycle through the sleepy 
town centre, which is full of fine old buildings. As there is no need for me to stop 
here, I continue cycling to Padova. 

Travelling at a leisurely pace, I pass a range of dramatic mountains at Este and see 
some interesting architecture at Battaglia Terme. I notice a fine villa in the outskirts of 
the town. 

I eventually reach Padova at about 4.30 p.m. I spend some time finding my way 
around and searching for a tourist office in a huge square. I finally end up in a smaller 
and very touristy square adjacent to a large church, where I study a map of the city 
beside a locked tourist office. I then sit down on a low wall to relax and take in all that 
is around me. Tourists and Italians mill around the square, either visiting the church or 
feeding corn to the flocks of pigeons. Doubtless this place is so touristy because of its 
proximity to Venice – indeed, the place seems to have a slightly Venetian atmosphere. 

I eventually walk over to the fountain where the pigeons have been drinking, and 
give my face and hands a quick wash. Just as I finish, an elderly man, dressed in a 
heavy tweed suit, throws his grubby handkerchief and hat into the fountain. Removing 
his jacket, he attempts to clean his shirt, soaking himself in the process. Although the 
fellow is obviously quite mad, people stare and laugh. An Italian tourist, armed with 
cameras, gives him some money. The old fellow then washes his face and head, 
finally throws on his sodden hat, puts on his jacket, and walks off, dripping wet, 
clutching his plastic bag of belongings. 

I stay here, watching the people and children until 5.45 p.m., and then go off in 
search of the youth hostel. I ask several people, none of whom know where it is. 
Eventually a man in a car tells me to follow him and I finally arrive at the hostel. I 
book for three nights, pay 15,000 lire and go up to the dormitory. After chatting to a 
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pleasant English lad, I wash some clothes, then have a conversation with a chap from 
Dublin. Afterwards I treat myself to a refreshing shower and wash my hair.  

Later I eat an improvised meal sitting on my bed, and then, discovering that there 
is a room downstairs with tables and chairs, I go down to write my diary, which 
brings the time up to 11.30 p.m. Members of the hostel staff, who are eating their 
evening meal, kindly offer me a slice of apple tart. I finally retire upstairs and climb 
into bed. 

 
After a good night’s sleep, I get up at eight and go downstairs for the usual meagre 

hostel breakfast of bread, jam and tea. I leave at nine and head for the city centre, 
where I waste a considerable amount of time searching for a tourist office and a map. 
I make my way to the basilica square and to where I have been directed yesterday, 
only to discover that there is a travel agency here, which is not what I am looking for. 
My only option is to walk all the way up to the train station. Here I am able to take a 
number of brochures and a map. I also take the opportunity to note the times of some 
of the trains. Now with a better idea of my surroundings and what there is to be seen, I 
retrace my steps and arrive at the famous Scrovegni Chapel. As I am hungry already, I 
sit down in the Giardini Giotto (the Giotto Gardens) and snack on some bread and 
cheese. 

 

                      
 
                 Scrovegni Chapel, Padova (courtesy of DailyArt Magazine) 
 
Refreshed, I approach the little chapel, pay an admission fee of 1,000 lire and 

enter. I am immediately stunned by what I see. Every inch of the ceiling and walls is 
covered in frescoes and the predominant colour is a rich shade of blue: the most 
expensive colour to be produced during the early Renaissance period as it was made 
from lapis lazuli, which had to be imported from the East. This unique chapel, also 
known as the Arena Chapel, was built for the affluent Paduan banker Enrico 
Scrovegni, who commissioned Giotto di Bondone (c. 1267–1337, known simply as 
Giotto) to paint the interior. As Giotto effectively broke away from the stiff artistic 
style of the medieval period, he is regarded as the father of European art. 

Despite the age of these amazing frescoes, they still look fresh and bright. Ignoring 
the few tourists in the chapel, I concentrate on the four tiers of frescoes on the side 
walls, each of them containing episodes from the Bible, the most famous example 
being the Lamentation of Christ, which I have already seen in reproduction. It is 
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thrilling now to see these depictions ‘in the flesh’. Giotto, I discover, follows the 
ancient style of pictorial storytelling (used during the medieval period and going right 
back to the art of ancient Egypt) by arranging his scenes in comic strip fashion. 
Although the figures look a little clumsy and the perspective is incorrect, the pictures 
are far more true to life than anything produced during the medieval period. I spend 
the best part of two hours, transfixed, gazing at the multitude of images. The Last 
Judgment is painted over the altar. The ceiling depicts a dark blue sky with gold stars, 
eight ‘planets’ and two suns, one of which contains an image of God, and the other, 
the Madonna and Child. Standing in this long, narrow chapel, with windows on one 
side, is like being inside a magical casket full of precious jewels.  

I insert 200 lire into a machine and listen to a brief description of the chapel and its 
contents in appalling English and finally leave at 12.30, dazed, when the place is 
closed. I sit on a park bench outside and eat a lunch of more bread and cheese. The 
American lad whom I have met in the hostel at Mantova appears and joins me. While 
we are chatting, a young German chap who is studying medicine here at the university 
appears and begins to talk to us. He speaks very highly of the town and its art. As he 
has just sat an examination and has received top marks, he is in good spirits. Soon 
afterwards he leaves us. The American then lies on the grass and takes a siesta while I 
study some of my brochures and try to work out an itinerary that will enable me to 
visit some of the famous Palladian villas in the area. 

At half past three I bestir myself and visit the nearby Chiesa degli Eremitani 
(Church of the Hermits), built in the early thirteenth century, where I see the badly 
damaged frescoes by Andrea Mantegna (1431–1506). One in particular is marvellous, 
as it was removed for safe keeping and restoration before the church was bombed 
during World War II. Photographs mounted on a wall show the mess that the church 
had been reduced to when the bombs had fallen on it. 

Afterwards I walk to the Basilica del Carmine, rebuilt several times during its 
history, but find it rather uninteresting. I then turn back and make my way through the 
city gate to the church of San Nicolò, which I find closed. From here I continue until I 
reach the Piazza dei Signori, a fine square with a winged lion (the symbol of the 
Venetian Republic) placed on top of a high column. I then turn a corner and approach 
the Duomo or cathedral. This is in a square of its own and beside it is the baptistery. 
The façade of the cathedral is very plain as it is unfinished. It was originally founded 
in AD 313; destroyed by an earthquake in 1117, it was rebuilt in Romanesque style, 
then reconstructed in the mid 1500s in the Renaissance style. Although I expect the 
cathedral to be closed for restoration, I discover that it is open. Inside, it is huge, stark, 
and uninteresting. 

 

   Palazzo della Ragione, Padova 
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I leave after a few minutes and return to the Piazza, where I photograph the clock 

tower and walk on to look at the highly unusual Palazzo della Ragione with its 
beautiful porticos, shops under the archways, and the market square behind. This very 
fine building served as a town hall and palace of justice. I am very interested to visit 
this, but decide to see if the famous university is open first, since I am more anxious 
to see it. When I discover that is closed in the afternoons, I return to the Palazzo, only 
to discover that it too is closed, but for restoration. Disappointed, I decide that I will 
have to stay here again tomorrow in order to see the places that I have missed. 

Now that I am here, I buy some cheese at one of the stalls under the Palazzo 
portico and some fruit in the market behind the building, then slowly make my way 
towards the Basilica del Santo, stopping to buy bread, sardines and orange juice in a 
supermarket on the way. 

 

                   
 
                                    Basilica di Sant’Antonio, Padova 
 
Walking along the noisy streets, I stop at the pleasant but rather unexciting church 

of San Francesco Grande on the way and at last reach the huge basilica, officially 
known as the Basilica Pontificia di Sant’Antonio di Padova. Begun in around 1232 
and completed in 1310, it has been modified over the centuries, and therefore now has 
no precise architectural style. Stopping briefly to admire Donatello’s equestrian statue 
of Gattamelata (1453) in the square (which I had noticed yesterday), I go inside the 
basilica, which is very dark. I find the décor very fussy and overpowering; my initial 
impression is that I do not like it. A Mass is in progress in a very elaborate marble 
side chapel, a real masterpiece in itself. I walk up to the main altar rails and examine, 
as best as I can, the statues by Donatello over the altar – these are very fine indeed. I 
amble around to the back of the apse, where I find the elaborate tomb of Saint 
Anthony and a case containing his relics and wooden coffin. After I have examined 
the mosaics of another side chapel and the pleasant cloisters outside, I leave. Feeling 
footsore and weary, I slowly make my way back to the hostel. 

After a refreshing wash, I go downstairs for a simple evening meal with a can of 
beer, which I purchase here. I join a very pleasant and intelligent young English man 
named Philip and chat to him for some time. As he has already been in Venice, he is 
able to give me advice and tell me what to visit. We drink some more beer together 
and then he leaves to see the town by night. As I have done quite enough walking for 
one day, I stay put and spend the rest of the evening bringing my diary up to date. 
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I wake at 6.30 this morning; bright sunshine streams through the window and I lie 

in my bottom bunk bed in the dormitory listening to a group of local men laughing 
and shouting outside. The insistent ringing of an electric bell and then a nearby church 
bell brings me to my senses at seven. I rise, wash and go down to the dining hall, 
where I eat some bread and cheese before the official hostel breakfast is served at 
8.30. I chat to Philip again, take an apple and leave at nine with the lad from Dublin. 
Together we walk up the Via Umberto and stop to look inside a small, dark church. 

We part later and I wander up to the Caffè Pedrocchi, with its neoclassical décor, 
and over to the Piazza dei Signori, where I look at the various stalls in the outdoor 
market. At ten o’clock I retrace my steps and arrive at the nearby University, where I 
find students enrolling for an examination. I am directed up to a large room on the 
first floor, which is decorated with ugly modern frescoes. Here I sit with an American 
couple until a man at a desk is relieved by another. He then approaches us and invites 
us to follow him. Speaking to us in Italian, which fortunately we manage to 
understand, he brings us on a guided tour around some of the rooms that are open to 
the public. The first one is modern and is adorned with more ugly frescoes, this time 
of wartime scenes. 

In the conference room, which we enter next, is a fine nineteenth-century decorated 
ceiling and a vast collection of medallions from various European countries. The 
following room is smaller; it too has modern frescoes, though this time they depict 
many of the great scholars who have studied here, including Oliver Goldsmith. Also 
to be seen here is an old and battered wooden podium used by Galileo, with a bust of 
him on top. 

 

                  
 
          Anatomical Theatre, University of Padova (courtesy of Kalibos)  
 
We then emerge on to the first floor gallery of the courtyard, from where we can 

see students lining up for their matriculation examination. From here we are led to a 
long room with an elaborate ceiling, more medallions and some old paintings. Next 
comes the famous Anatomical Theatre, which I have already seen on Jonathan 
Miller’s excellent BBC television series, The Body in Question, first shown four years 
ago. The room is modern and bare, and has been fitted with larger windows; in the 
centre stands the familiar wooden structure containing the dissecting table, chair and 
very narrow galleries. Our guide tells us the history of the theatre, explains how it was 
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used and mentions that it has been in use until quite recently. We go clambering up 
and down the galleries and enjoy the dramatic view from the top. It is thrilling to see 
the real thing.  

When we return to the courtyard, the tour is over. The Americans leave and, 
following their example, I give our guide a 1,000 lire tip. At this point he opens up 
and we have a lively conversation in both Italian and English. He is interested to 
discover that I am Irish, like Goldsmith, and that I am on a cycling holiday. He 
remembers Jonathan Miller and the BBC team being here some five or six years ago, 
filming in the theatre for the television programme. The guide obviously has a good 
command of English, but he does not care to use it. He believes that visitors should 
hear more of the Italian language and thereby improve their knowledge of it. He 
finally wishes me all the best; we shake hands and I depart. Although there has not 
been a great deal to see in the university, I have certainly enjoyed the visit. 

From here I now make my way through the familiar back streets to the Piazza del 
Santo, where I take a look inside a bare little chapel to the right of the large basilica. I 
then pay 1,000 lire and enter the small Scuola del Santo or College of Saint Anthony 
next door, built by the Archconfraternity of Saint Anthony of Padua in 1427 and 
expanded in 1504. Ascending an elegant staircase, I enter a large, dark room with an 
elaborate coffered ceiling and paintings on all the walls. Some of these are sectioned 
off and are undergoing restoration. Adorning the room like giant frescoes, these 
interesting pictures have been painted by different artists. Most of the names are 
unfamiliar to me; two of them are painted by Titian and others by Tessari and 
Montagna. Although all the paintings are religious, there are a couple of homely 
touches, such as a picture placed over a window of a young lad looking down through 
a skylight. 

As I have the room to myself, I spend a long time in it studying the various 
pictures, sitting on the wooden seats that line the wall and occasionally dozing off. 
Although I am a little sleepy, I am certainly relishing this opportunity to wallow in 
such fine art. The paintings are in excellent condition and look very fresh. 

When I have seen everything to my satisfaction, I leave, pay another 1,000 lire and 
enter the Oratorio di San Giorgio next door. This is well worth the visit, for like the 
Scrovegni Chapel, this one has walls covered in frescoes painted in 1378–84  by 
Altichiero da Zevio and his associates, Jacopo d’Avanzi and Sebeto da Verona, all of 
the school of Giotto. Not quite as vivid or colourful as the Giotto works, the frescoes 
nonetheless are fascinating. The scenes depicted include the Annunciation, the 
Adoration of the Shepherds and the Magi, the Presentation in the Temple, and the 
Flight into Egypt; over the altar is a large fresco of the Crucifixion and, above it, a 
smaller one of the Coronation of the Virgin Mary. On the side walls are scenes from 
the lives of Saint George, Saint Catherine and Saint Lucy. The barrel-vaulted ceiling 
is decorated with stars. This mortuary chapel, I read, was founded by the Marquis 
Raimondino de’ Lupi in 1376; under Napoleon it had been used as a prison. I am quite 
enchanted by the place and spend almost an hour in it, examining everything in detail. 
I am delighted that, as I am coming to the end of all the cycling, I now have more time 
to relax a little and study everything in more detail. 

I finally leave, sit on a low wall in the square and eat my lunch. There are very few 
people about but there are hundreds of pigeons. All of a sudden it begins to rain. I take 
shelter in the basilica and spend a while in it, looking around. I take a long look at 
Saint Anthony’s tomb behind the altar in a remarkable side chapel made of white 
marble. The ceiling is stunning and above the altar are elegant bronze statues made by 
Donatello. Around the tomb are photographs and letters of proof from people who 
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have been cured of various ailments, and to one side is a collection of discarded 
crutches and other medical aids. A stream of pilgrims makes its way towards the 
tomb, touching it and bowing their heads in prayer. A group of Irish visitors can be 
heard noisily discussing the purchase of votive candles. 

From here I wander around the many side chapels, all of them dark and dreary, 
admiring the old frescoes, then go again to the elaborate chapel at the back of the 
apse, where the relics of Saint Anthony and the treasury are housed. Afterwards I 
amble out to the cloisters, where I find a large souvenir shop selling religious books, 
postcards, rosary beads, medals and so forth; there is also an audiovisual show about 
the saint.  

I finally leave and return to the square, where it is still drizzling rain. Despite this, I 
set about searching for the Loggia and Odeo Cornaro, which I know are not far away. 
After asking various people, I eventually find these two Renaissance buildings, built 
in the sixteenth century for the humanist Alvise Cornaro, situated side by side in what 
appears to be a back garden. The man at the door, who thinks that I am a student, lets 
me in free of charge – just as well, for both buildings are undergoing restoration and 
are surrounded by scaffolding and builders’ rubble. It is a pity that I cannot see the 
façades properly. I am shown into the Odeo (or Odeon, where theatre and music 
performances were once held) and go downstairs to have a look at some of the rooms. 
The stucco work and painting in these small rooms is a little rough, but it is very 
lively and pleasing to the eye. A large circular room in the middle is quite splendid 
and sumptuous – undoubtedly this is where the performances would have taken place. 
Here I can see everything, but in the smaller rooms the frescoed walls are hidden 
behind protective panels. Certainly the ceilings are wonderful – it is worth straining 
my neck to look at them. The man in charge keeps coming and going, but I ignore him 
and stay until I have seen my fill. 

 

                  Prato della Valle, Padova 
 
At last I leave and walk to the Prato della Valle, a large elliptical park surrounded 

an elliptical canal and elegant statues, and cross over to the large Basilica di Santa 
Giustina, which the Pope has visited quite recently. Some workmen are busy taking 
down a covered stand that has been erected in front of the door. The façade of the 
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basilica is just bare brickwork (by now a familiar sight to me) and the interior is 
massive, plain and stark. At the altar, some monks are singing and chanting, 
accompanied by an organ. In the baptistery I stop to watch an artist repainting some 
faded frescoes. 

I wander outside, feeling that I have seen enough for one day, return to the 
elliptical park to take a photograph of the basilica reflected in the water, and make my 
way back to the Piazza del Santo, where I take some snapshots of the basilica and the 
flocks of pigeons. As it is clearing up now after the rain, the square is bathed in weak 
sunshine. Afterwards I walk to the market to buy lettuce, tomatoes and some fruit, 
then return to the hostel, where I eat a slap-up meal with Philip. This evening we 
cannot use any of the plates in the hostel as the lady in charge refuses to open the 
kitchen. When she leaves later, the younger men take over and unlock the kitchen 
door. Philip leaves and goes out walking, but I stay indoors, writing my diary. It has 
been a very interesting day; Padova certainly is a city full of wonderful treasures. 


